
Joseph Lewis III
Senior Software Engineer – Seattle, Washington

(720) 496-6236 • joseph@josephlewis.net • github.com/josephlewis42

Experience
Google Seattle, Washington
Senior Software Engineer 2020-Present
Software Engineer 2018-2020
Google Domains - Led security and privacy hardening across the Domains engineering teams.

+ Audited the product’s code, configuration, and team processes for compliance with security policies and controls.
+ Created a threat model for the product and used it to build a stakeholder approved roadmap to address issues.
+ Mitigated security risks coming from usage of the cloud and authn/z. Established new processes to prevent backsliding.
+ Designed, implemented, and launched DNSSEC DNSKEY support in the product as a market differentiator.

Kf - Tech lead for a team building a Cloud Foundry compatible PaaS on Kubernetes.

+ Led and developed a small team of engineers by establishing and modelling best practices, mentoring, and providing
stretch work to help them meet their professional goals.

+ Built Kubernetes controllers and a CLI (Go) to orchestrate K8s, Istio, Tekton CI, and Buildpacks.
+ Took the product from inception to GA making $XXM ARR.

Cloud Partnerships - Partnered with OSS communities to drive revenue through first class GCP support.

+ Built Logstash plugins (Ruby, JRuby), Elastic Beats (Go), Buildpacks (Bash); contributed to Terraform Providers
(Go), and Jenkins Plugins (Java).

+ Invented a technology (Brokerpaks), now adopted by the Cloud Foundry Foundation, that removed the need for
AWS, Azure, and GCP to maintain separate Cloud Foundry service brokers.

+ Presented the technology at Cloud Foundry Summit 2019 that led to meetings with Microsoft, Pivotal, and 18F.

Liberty Mutual Seattle, Washington
Senior Software Developer 2016-2018
Built systems to fine-tune profit sharing, incentives, and compensation for thousands of small-commercial agencies.

+ Built a rules engine and rules management system to drive business through targeted incentives.
+ Mentored a team of five junior developers to rebuild a legacy .NET system in Spring Boot and Vue.js.
+ Wrote an SQL-like domain specific language (DSL) to let business create self-serve reports.

Education
Purdue University Lafayette, Indiana
MS, Computer Science 2014–2016

Other
2021: Author: "Containerizing Arbitrary Applications", Technical Disclosure Commons
2019: Google Feat of Engineering Award Recipient
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